Shchedrin's opera very funny; Morozov makes a lively Chicikov

(continued from page 8) were some quietish letters, then a launch into a mass of shapeless noise. They were able to arrive at a program to open a major music festival.

**DEMONSTRATORS CONgregated outside the building the following night to protest the site.**

The Somerville Theatre presents a double bill of the Gorky operas. To begin with, there was a particularly enjoyable reading of Anna Grigoryevna (sung by a super Italian) and then a terrifically exciting production of The Lower Fellow. There were some quietish letters, then a launch into a mass of shapeless noise. They were able to arrive at a program to open a major music festival.

**MUSIC IN THE 1900s**

The Boston Symphony Orchestra, under the baton of Dr. Void, with the participation of the zarzuela and the zarzuela soloists, present a program that pleased the audience. The program included the classic zarzuela, "Anya Fisch," which has been nicely put together by Chicikov, who was a very funny character. The zarzuela was right on, providing a lot of fun and laughter. It was a very funny performance on Saturday night.
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